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WELCOME to our 17th annual Ohlrichs & Friends Annual Bull Sale. It is with 
great pleasure again to welcome Mark & Deb Core, Jared & Bailey Boyert, Joe & 
Sydney Herr and Levi Flitsch to the sale. Their quality of livestock and dedication 
to the livestock industry is second to none. 

The bulls in this offering are backed by several generations of cattle business leading 
cow families of several different breeds. We truly believe that we have improved 
the quality of the bulls both genetically and physically every year. We continue to 
try and stay on top of new genetics as well. Our goal is to keep our program mov-
ing forward as well as yours.  We focus on raising cattle that are profitable for all 
markets.  

Yes, we are still in a drought stricken area but we know that we are not the ones in 
control. Our faith will get us through it. We will continue on by raising better 
stock. We are all in the beef business, no matter what breed we choose. 

Again we are grateful and truly appreciate and thank all our friends that have helped 
us prepare for this sale. You all are invaluable. To you our customers, your busi-
ness and friendship mean the world to us.  

Feel free to call anytime and talk cattle. We wish you ALL a healthy and prosperous 
and Blessed 2024!

****We are offering $100 per head off of each lot  
if you take them home on sale day!

OHL is retaining the rights to 1/4 semen interests  
and sales on all OHL Bulls. 

SALE LOCATION ... 
OHL Ranch, 55943 East Hwy 275, Norfolk, NE  68701 
  ** Located East of Norfolk on Hwy 275, North side  

AUCTIONEER ... 
Steve Bonham ........................................................405.823.2972  

RINGMEN ... 
Jeff Aegerter ............................................................402.641.4696 
Craig Talkington ....................................................785.623.1789  

SALE CONSULTANTS ... 
Kelvin Jorgensen ....................................................402.366.9475 
Ryan Dunklau ........................................................402.369.2025 
Jason Hansen ..........................................................402.649.0500 
Quinton Smola ......................................................402.641.3273 
Mark Core ..............................................................641.780.4937 
Dave Stoltz ..............................................................402.709.7412 
Joe Herr ..................................................................641.745.9179 
Tim Burke ..............................................................402.750.0440  

BREED REPRESENTATIVES ... 
Blake Nelson, American Maine-Anjou Assoc.......918.441.3433 
Dustin Hurlbut, American Chianina Assoc. ........605.380.8052  

SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ... 
Vet, Dr Del Heftie 
Catalog, Designs by Arin      
Pictures & Videos, Kyla Fawcett 
Meal, Lois Bowers and Joan Roberts      
Clerking, Roxann Shipps      
Sale Day Videos, Kate Siebrandt      
FRIENDS and NEIGHBORS all through the year 
 
NOTIFICATIONS ... 
Not responsible for accidents. We will follow breeding terms and 

conditions of each respective breed association. Current 
weights and scrotals will be available on sale day. 

**For livestock insurance 

LIVESTOCK INSURANCE ... 
Jeff Aegerter ............................................................402.641.4696WATCH &BID



3at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL-CORE LOG ON 7263L
03.18.2023   \   ID 7263   \   Polled   \   Black   \   Angus

There is no question that great bulls sire great cattle and great females 
produce great off spring.  That is totally the case on both sides of the 
coin right here. Good Times has done an outstanding job for us and 
this bull’s dam never misses and is bred to never miss...Refresh/5001. 
This female also had our high selling bull a couple of years ago that sold 
to Canada. We have to say that this bull literally has all the bells and 
whistles. Simply put, he has the WOW factor from front to rear. He 
alone is worth the drive to Norfolk, NE. Truley quite the speciman. 
Movement, feet, body, cool looking, performance and maternal. 
Purebred breeders and commercial cattlemen, this bull is special. 

BW: 86 lbs.  /  AWW: 613 lbs.

(01)
                                                      SCC SCH 24 KARAT 838 
STAG GOOD TIMES 201 ET (AAA 19923328) 
                                                      SCC PHYLLIS 6104 
 
                                                      PLUM CREEK REFRESH 561A 
LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 793 (AAA 18827044) 
                                                      LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 317

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



4 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LIEUTENANT 8219L
03.12.2023   \   ID 8219   \   Polled   \   Black   \   Angus

A few years back we raised and sold a bull that topped our sale 
called OHL Revelation. We liked him so much that two years 
later we bought half of him back. Revelation mixed with Good 
Times was a win, win combination. Performance, maternal, 
great feet and awesome structure. He is smooth made but lacks 
nothing in terms of power and muscle. He has all the look to go 
along with it. Whether you want to make females or bulls of 
your own, this bull is just the ticket. 

BW: 81 lbs.  /  AWW: 679 lbs.

(02)
                                                      SCC SCH 24 KARAT 838 
STAG GOOD TIMES 201 ET (AAA 19923328) 
                                                      SCC PHYLLIS 6104 
 
                                                      OHL REVELATION 0187B 
OHL FIRST KISS 8219 (AAA 19590490) 
                                                      CHERRY KNOLL LVS DORENE 1503 

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



5at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LAKESHORE 0295-2L
03.14.2023   \   ID 0295-2   \   Polled   \   Black   \   Angus

Our Express sired daughters have way exceeded our expectations. His 
dam, we purchased as a first calf heifer from Justin Mock in South 
Dakota. She goes back to his really good Loretta cow. This female has 
not missed raising one for us, in that they have all made our sales, bull 
or heifer. Love the performance, the maternal power and how athletic 
he is.  All this comes together in an attractive package. Without ques-
tion he checks ALL the boxes. A bonus, this bull would be a great 
choice to use on heifers. He is calving ease. 

BW: 73 lbs.  /  AWW: 706 lbs.

(03)
                                                      SCC SCH 24 KARAT 838 
STAG GOOD TIMES 201 ET (AAA 19923328) 
                                                      SCC PHYLLIS 6104 
 
                                                      CONLEY EXPRESS 7211 
LORETTA 0007 OF TRIP (AAA 19855737) 
                                                      AC MISS LORETTA 701

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



6 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

CORE CADDIE SHACK 175L
01.02.2023   \   ID 175   \   Polled   \   Black   \   Angus

All three of the Core Farms Angus bulls have a big time cow in 
their background. This KR Cadillac Ranch son goes back to the 
great Queen Ruth 502 cow that has generated an incredible 
amount of revenue and host of champions for Udells. His mom 
did an awesome job as first calf heifer and will definitely play a 
significant role in our breeding program moving forward. 
Caddy Shack 175L was an eye catcher the entire summer and 
fall. Balance, power, soundness and a profile to kill for this rascal 
will work in  a variety of programs. 10.22.2023 weight of 884 lbs. 

BW: 87 lbs.

(04)
                                                      KR CADILLAC JACK 
KR CADILLAC RANCH (AAA 18875651) 
                                                      KR PRIDE 4031  
 
                                                      EXAR BLUE CHIP 1877B 
CORE MISS RUTH 175J 
                                                      KDJ QUEEN RUTH 502

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



7at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

CORE CAVALIER 159L
01.02.2023   \   ID 159   \   Polled   \   Black   \   Angus

The granddam of CORE Cavalier 159L is a full sister to Ward Brothers 
Pendelton bull. You do not have to study the breed very hard to see the 
impact that Lucy 4033 has had on Wards program and the Angus 
breed in general. An impressive product of a first calf heifer this 
Cavalier son has what it takes to make generational difference in your 
herd. Love his size, length, soundness - a great combination of look and 
real world production traits. Cavalier, this bulls sire, was selected by 
Genex to add to their calving ease sire group. Buy with confidence! 
10.22.2023 weight of 808 lbs. 

BW: 80 lbs.  

(05)
                                                      LD CAPITALIST 316 
B & J CAVALIER (AAA 19216961) 
                                                      B & J ENCHANTRESS 6681 
 
                                                      DAMERON BEST IN  CLASS 
CORE MISS 159J 
                                                      WB LUCY 4033

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



8 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

CORE ANNIE LU CASINO 209L
03.20.2023   \   ID 209   \   Polled   \   Black   \   Angus

CORE Annie Lu’s Casino 209L may be one of the most impressive bulls to sell this 
year. Let’s start with the genotype of this creature. He is out of one of the hottest 
cows of the breed - Plum Creek Annie Lu 4472. Her offspring over the past few years 
have hung a pile of banners across the country but perhaps as intriguing is that being 
a Casino this guy is a full brother to Leo Kruse’s Plum Creek Annie Lu 9271 the 
mother of the Iowa State Fair 2023 Supreme Champion Female as well as the heifer 
that Curtains are successfully campaigning this year. Now his phenotype. Annie Lu 
is known to stamp them with soundness and this guy is fully reflective of that quali-
ty. Big solid feet are a plus in  commercial as well as purebred operations, he brings 
that to the plate. Combine that with his body, balance and proportional power you 
have got the look and function that we all are chasing with genetic consistency that 
takes the risk out of the buying decision. 10.22.2023 weight of 682 lbs. 

BW: 90 lbs.

(06)
                                                      CFCC BLACK JACK 001 
KR CASINO 6243 (AAA 18624063) 
                                                      MALSONS SAVANNAH 27Y 
 
                                                      GAMBLES HOT ROD 
PLUM CREEK ANNIE LU 4472 (AAA 17942005) 
                                                      S H MISS ANNIE LU 6087

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



9at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LUCKY FOR YOU 0282L
09.06.2022   \   ID O282   \   Polled   \   Black   \   Angus

If you are in the need of a little older calving ease bull to cover your heifers 
or more cows, do not let this one slip through the cracks. A calving ease 
bull that is still a power house. His dam is a First Class daughter that 
has a vey bright future here. 

BW: 80 lbs.  /  AWW: Fall Born 

(07)
                                                      PVF SURVEILLANCE 4192 
UDE SURVEILLANCE 240G (AAA 20522513) 
                                                      KAF CENTURY MISSIE 164 
 
                                                      DAMERON FIRST CLASS 
UDE KEYMURA KATY 0243 (AAA 19810280) 
                                                      SLL KEYMURA KATY 5008

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



10 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LICKETY SPLIT 417-5L
03.10.2023   \   ID 417-5   \   Polled   \   Black   \   Angus

Our 417-5 cow is a fifth generation daughter of our Angus cows (going 
back to our Heaven cow). This cow, her full sisters and full brothers 
have all been some of our sale toppers.  Better yet, they have all went 
on and out produced themselves. This Edge sired bull is proof of 
that. He has got the power, extra muscle shape, boldness of rib and 
big feet. And yes, he is good looking. You want to make bulls or 
females, we would mark this guy pretty high on the list. 

BW: 88 lbs.  /  AWW: 652 lbs.

(08)
                                                      EXAR CLASSEN 1422B 
LAZY JB EDGE 8745 (AAA 12909635) 
                                                      DPL SANDY 3040 
 
                                                      PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102 
OHL ANGEL DUST 417-5 (AAA 18076539) 
                                                      OHL ANGEL 7171

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



11at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LIVELYHOOD 0297L
03.16.2023   \   ID O297   \   Polled   \   Black   \   Angus

 Best of both worlds all in one package. His dam’s sire and his sire are two 
of the hottest sires out there in the Angus breed. Depth of body, big 
square hip, and great looking with a smooth shoulder. Without ques-
tion, he is a female maker deluxe. 

BW: 82 lbs.  /  AWW: 638 lbs.

(09)
                                                      SCC TRADITION OF 24  
SCC SCH 24 KARAT 838 (AAA 19262743) 
                                                      FCF PROVEN QUEEN 419 
 
                                                      SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303 
UDE LADY 0233 (AAA 20200009) 
                                                      SCC HIGHLAND FARMS LADY 475

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



12 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LEGAL ADVICE 37L
04.05.2023   \   ID TC-37   \   Polled   \   Black   \   Angus

When a mating works and continues to hit, we do it all over again. The 
dam to this bull does her job every year, no matter what breed we do 
mate her to.  She also has a natural sired bull by Triumph in this sale 
that speaks for himself. The 4210 cow (her ranch tag) is a Blue 
Chip/5001. Bulls or females, this cow successfully makes them. This 
bull came in a little greener off of a cooperative herd but litterally has 
done two 360’s since weaning. He will make females deluxe and still 
not give up performance. This bull is genetically special. 

BW: 84 lbs.  /  AWW: ET

(10)
                                                      SCC TRADITION OF 24  
SCC SCH 24 KARAT 838 (AAA 19262743) 
                                                      FCF PROVEN QUEEN 419 
 
                                                      EXAR BLUE CHIP 1877B 
LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 477 ( AAA 17937303) 
                                                      LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 5001

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



13at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LOSS FOR WORDS 9195L
02.20.2023  \  ID 9195  \  Polled  \  Black  \  3/4 SM & 1/4 MA  \  ASA# 4305531

If a picture is worth a thousand words, his says it all. The pedigree on him 
tells the rest of the story. Our Peek A Boo donor works no matter what 
bull we throw at her. She has produced either our top selling bulls or 
females the last three years. She does not miss. Justice just may have put 
the icing on the cake. This bull is all we could have asked for. 
Performance and maternal to the max and in a package with unbeliev-
able presence. It is incredilbly hard to find a bull with this kind of 
length and still have this much body. He has an amazing amount of 
power and still smooth made and incredible in his structure. Real Deal. 

BW: 91 lbs.  /  AWW: 822 lbs.

(11)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG JUSTICE 113J (ASA 3958102) 
                                                      HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                      MR HOC BROKER 
SIECK PEEK A BOO (ASA 3370825 AMAA 479438) 
                                                      HAA COUNTESS 359T

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



14 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LOOSE CHANGE 6234L
03.10.2023 \ ID 6234 \ Polled \ Black \ 3/4 SM \ ASA# 4305547

Our Doodle Bug cow is another one of those females that flat out 
works and is so consistant. Justice, like his brother Triumph puts a 
lot of power in his calves. This bull is so long bodied and with that 
comes extra weight. We love his powerful hip and how smooth made 
he is. Last year we kept a group of ET heifers out of Doodle Bug that 
will calve this spring, without a doubt we would recommend keep-
ing a set of females out of this guy. This one has all the ability of tak-
ing a program to the next level. 

BW: 92 lbs.  /  AWW: 783 lbs.

(12)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG JUSTICE 113J (ASA 3958102) 
                                                      HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                      MR HOC BROKER 
COWAN’S DOODLE BUG 203D (ASA 3231660) 
                                                      203U

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



15at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LA LAW 8259L
03.21.2023 \ ID 8259 \ Polled \ Black \ 1/2 SA \ ASA# 4305536

What you see is exactly what you get. We just see a tremendous amount 
of bull in this guy. The easy keeping, easy fleshing type with power  but 
still so smooth made. We could describe every part of this bull but one 
word probably describes him the best. A practical BEAST. His dam is 
a young female in our herd and has a very bright future. 

BW: 92 lbs.  /  AWW: 872 lbs.

(13)
                                                       MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG JUSTICE 113J (ASA 3958102) 
                                                       HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                       EXAR BLUE CHIP 1877B 
LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 8113 (ASA 4131260 AAA 19175864) 
                                                       LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 025

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



16 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LOST & FOUND 0162L
04.13.2023 \ ID O162 \ Polled \ Black \ PB SM \ ASA# 4305529

This is one massive purebred bull. He comes by it naturally, his mother 
is one tank of a female and is just getting stated. This is just her sec-
ond calf and his granddam is one of our donor cows. If you are look-
ing to add muscle, body, and have the easy fleshing ability with a 
great set of feet and legs take a close look here.  Then add in the 
maternal punch he possesses. This is a purebred bull that will do it.  

BW: 90 lbs.  /  AWW: 751 lbs.

(14)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG JUSTICE 113J (ASA 3958102) 
                                                      HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                      JASS ON THE MARK 69D 
OHL HARMONY 0162H (ASA 3808440) 
                                                      OHL CASHMERE 562

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



17at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LEADER 35L
04.01.2023 \ ID 35 \ Polled \ B/W \ 3/4 SM & 1/4 MA \ ASA# Applied

There are three of these full brothers in the sale. Really the only difference 
is that 9195 is a lot older. Peek A Boo has produced one of our top sell-
ing bulls or heifers for the last three years. She does not miss. 37 and 35 
came of off a cooperative herd and are a little younger than their broth-
er. Wow have they exploded. They are soft made, great in their muscle 
shape and really good stuctured. You make the decision as to which 
one fits you best. All three of the brothers earning potential is unlimit-
ed. 

BW: 90 lbs.  /  AWW: ET

(15)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG JUSTICE 113J (ASA 3958102) 
                                                      HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                      MR HOC BROKER 
SIECK PEEK A BOO (ASA 3370825 AMAA 479438) 
                                                      HAA COUNTESS 359T

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



18 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LOST CONTROL 0173L
03.10.2023 \ ID O173 \ Polled \ Black \ 5/8 SM \ ASA# 4305526

These Justice and Triumph bulls get us excited in just their first calf crop. We 
are looking forward to getting them weighed before the sale. Here again, 
what you see is what you get. You do get a lot of muscle and power, an 
awesome structure and lots of maternal. We may sound like a broken 
record describing these bulls but we truley believe in them and what they 
can do for any cow herd. 

BW: 79 lbs.  /  AWW: 786 lbs.

(16)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG JUSTICE 113J (ASA 3958102) 
                                                      HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                      ZKCC STURGIS 606D 
OHL HELLO GIRL 0173H (ASA 3808452) 
                                                      DICKAUS EFF FOCUS 4029

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

OHL LAY DOWN THE LAW 37L

LOT 16

04.01.2023 \ ID 37 \ Polled \ BWF \ 3/4 SM  & 1/4 MA \ ASA# Applied

There are three of these full brothers in the sale. Really the only difference is that 
9195 is a lot older. Peek A Boo has produced one of our top selling bulls or 
heifers for the last three years. She does not miss. 37 and 35 came of off a coop-
erative herd and are a little younger than their brother. Wow have they exploded. 
They are soft made, great in their muscle shape and really good structured. You 
make the decision as to which one fits you best.  All three of the brothers earning 
potential is unlimited. 

BW: 88 lbs.  /  AWW: ET

(17)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG JUSTICE 113J (ASA 3958102) 
                                                      HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                      MR HOC BROKER 
SIECK PEEK A BOO (ASA 3370825 AMAA 479438) 
                                                      HAA COUNTESS 359T

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

LOT 17



19at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LINCOLN 7248L
03.15.2023 \ ID 7248 \ Polled \ Black \ PB SM \ ASA# 4305540

A couple of years ago we purchased two full brothers, Justice and 
Triumph. They are Vision 20/20 sons out of a Profit dam. We are 
going to tell you that they have exceeded our expectations. This bull is 
a massive beast in every way shape and form. Like his dam, he has extra 
body, plenty of power and awesome structured. It is going to be a great 
deal of fun to run him across the scale before the sale to see what he 
does weigh and how good he has gained. They do not make purebred 
simmys as soggy and as stout as this one everyday. No kidding, he is 
worth the drive to Norfolk to see.  He will keep any cow herd prof-
itable. Beef is his business. 

BW: 89 lbs.  /  AWW: 810 lbs.

(18)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG TRIUMPH 11J (ASA 3958099) 
                                                      HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                      HARA’S DISTINCTION 10C 
PAL ECLIPSE 1306E (ASA 3366071) 
                                                      LILLY

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



20 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LOTTA BULL 8278L
03.16.2023 \ ID 8278 \ Polled \ Black \ 3/4 SM \ ASA# 4305539

Triumph stamps one just like the other. They are stout made and do 
not give up on any performance. No doubt we will be using a lot 
more of him for the years to come. The unique thing about the 
Triumphs, with all their power and body, they are flawless in their 
structure. The Bankroll female this bull is out of is also a powerful 
female. This bull is a performance machine in a good looking pack-
age. 

BW: 88 lbs.  /  AWW: 768 lbs.

(19)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG TRIUMPH 11J (ASA 3958099) 
                                                      HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
W/C MISS WERNING 8041F (ASA 3564899) 
                                                      DW SUSANNA 763T

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



21at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LOCKSMITH 4210L
04.06.2023 \ ID 4210 \ Polled \ Black \ 1/2 SA \ ASA# 4305554

We have always believed in the power of good cow families. The dam to 
this bull is one of our donors and this is the first time that we have 
mated her Simmy. Guess what, we did it again for this year.  With the 
power of the Blue Chip/5001 cow and mating her to Triumph it was 
a win, win. This bull is so cool in every way. His presence speaks for 
itself. He is smooth made, deep bodied and has the power to go with it. 
Without any question this would be another great choice to keep 
replacement females or raise bulls of your own. 

BW: 98 lbs.  /  AWW: 708 lbs.

(20)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG TRIUMPH 11J (ASA 3958099) 
                                                      HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                      EXAR BLUE CHIP 1877B 
LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 477 (ASA 4224144 AAA 17937303) 
                                                      LAXY H BAR FOREVER LADY 5001

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



22 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LINEBACKER 9249L
04.08.2023 \ ID 9249 \ Polled \ Black \ PB SM \ ASA# 4305532

This bull’s pedigree speaks for itself. He is out of a second calver and his 
granddam is our Brooke cow. She has had numerous really good 
bulls and heifers. In fact our second high selling heifer this last fall 
was Brooke’s natural calf. Here again this bull is a truck and will 
push down the scale when it comes sale time, especially for his age. 
Maternal with performance all the way. With his power he is still so 
smooth. He is built for the long haul with a great set of feet and legs. 

BW: 88 lbs.  /  AWW: 870 lbs.

(21)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG TRIUMPH 11J (ASA 3958099) 
                                                      HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                      RUBY’S CURRENCY 7134E 
OHL GIRL CRUSH 9249G (ASA3647643) 
                                                      J6RA TINGE 6546D

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



23at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LOTTERY 9275L
04.29.2023 \ ID 9275 \ Polled \ Black \ 1/2 SM \ ASA# Applied

Little different twist to this mating and it sure did not disappoint. This 
guy is a mile long and with a big stout hip. If you need to add a little 
more stretch to your calf crop, this bull will do that and keep the per-
formance. 

BW: 85 lbs.  /  AWW: 726 lbs.

(22)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
FRKG TRIUMPH 11J (ASA 3958099) 
                                                      HCCO COUNTESS 923G 
 
                                                      PVF BLACKLIST 7077 
BBR GIRL TALK 1278G (AMAA 504647) 
                                                      BBR MORGAN 1278Z

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



24 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LIVIN’ THE DREAM 389-IL
03.26.2023 \ ID 389-1 \ Polled \ Black \ 5/8 SM \ ASA# 4305557

The dam to this bull, Doodle Bug just continues to do it for us time 
and time again no matter how we mate her. We could have a very 
long conversation as to what Doodle Bug  has done for our program. 
She has the maternal, the power, the good looks and she sure passes 
it all on to every calf. Honestly, this bull just does it for us in every 
sort of the way. We could go on and talk about him too but this 
probably sums it up ... from the groung up, he is a STUD.  Do not 
hesitate letting this bull take you to the next level. 

BW: 90 lbs.  /  AWW: 729 lbs.

(23)
                                                      HPF QUANTUM LEAP Z952 
WLE COPASETIC E02 (ASA 3299037) 
                                                      CMFM JOY 02ZB 
 
                                                      MR HOC BROKER 
COWAN’S DOODLE BUG 203D (ASA 3231660) 
                                                      203U

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



25at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LEGIT 7244L
03.17.2023 \ ID 7244 \ Polled \ Black \ 5/8 SA \ ASA# 4305542

If you have the potatoes, this guy will produce the meat. This bull has literally 
been exciting to watch all summer long. One of our heaviest weaning 
weight bulls weighing 908 pounds right off the cow. And — he has not 
stopped. It will be fun to put him across the scale again right before the 
sale. Length of body, big powerful hip, easy keeping and great in his move-
ment. There is no question in our mind that this bull is the one to add 
extra pounds to anyone’s calf crop. Take him home and never look back. 

BW: 90 lbs.  /  AWW: 856 lbs.

(24)
                                                      HPF QUANTUM LEAP Z952 
WLE COPASETIC E02 (ASA 3299037) 
                                                      CMFM JOY 02ZB 
 
                                                      SAV BRILLIANCE 8077 
BBRS ESMERALDA 757E (ASA 3296659) 
                                                      STNW EMILY

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

OHL LIVIN’ IT UP 491L
03.23.2023  \  ID 491  \  Polled  \  Black  \  1/2 SM  \  ASA# 4305555

There has not been a year go by that when our 491 cow produces a bull that it has 
not made the trip to Denver or OKC to sell or be put on display. This year is def-
initely no different and is maybe the BEST one yet. This is our second calf crop 
sired by Stillwater. It has not mattered what breed of cows we have mated him 
to, he has hit it out of the park. This bull has that perfect square hip and awe-
some leg structure. He is powerful yet still really smooth in his skeletal design. 
Like his daddy, mate him to your choice of cows and reep the benefits. 

BW: 93 lbs.  /  AWW: 668 lbs.

(25)
                                                      JASS ON THE MARK 69D 
MCKY STILLWATER 9808 (ASA 3877894) 
                                                      RF REBA 18B 
 
                                                      OHL MILE MARKER 646Z 
OHL TENDER MOMENTS 491B (ASA 3811049) 
                                                      HCA RITA 3081

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

LOT 24

LOT 25



26 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LIFE STYLE 817L
04.11.2023 \ ID 817 \ Polled \ Black \ 1/2 SA \ ASA# 4305535

Our 17 cow family is the cornerstone to a lot of our Angus cows 
around here and for many generations. They just simply work and 
milk and produce the goods. This bull is absolutely a truck. If you 
need to add body and power to your next calf crops and make them 
the easy fleshing kind, this guy needs to go home with you. The 
females will be second to none. 

BW: 89 lbs.  /  AWW: 665 lbs.

(26)
                                                      JASS ON THE MARK 69D 
MCKY STILLWATER 9808 (ASA 3877894) 
                                                      RF REBA 18B 
 
                                                      PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102 
OHL FAITHFUL 817F (ASA 3811035 AAA19278992) 
                                                      OHL ANGEL 717-1

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



27at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LOOK OUT 9187L
03.24.2023 \ ID 9187 \ Polled \ Black \ 1/2 SM \ ASA# 4305530

This bull just gets more impressive every day. What you see is 
what you get with no fluff or puff. You get a really complete 
bull that has plenty of growth and stretch with muscle. 
Extremely good at the ground and well balanced. Also a great 
choice of a bull to sire replacement females. 
BW: 77 lbs. (twin)  /  AWW: 663 lbs.

(27)
                                                      JASS ON THE MARK 69D 
MCKY STILLWATER 9808 (ASA 3877894) 
                                                      RF REBA 18B 
 
                                                      LLW CARD WHISKEY BOY 77A 
OHL GIRL TALK 9187G (ASA 3647653) 
                                                      OHL HEAVEN SCENT 817-1U

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

OHL LAKESIDE 0295-1L
03.23.2023  \  ID O295-1  \  Polled  \  BWF  \  1/2 SA  \  ASA# Applied

This is the first time we have tried this mating and we were excited 
enough about him that we did it again for her next calf. This bull is 
a little younger but he is made incredibly well. Soft, deep and 
extremely sound. Maternal written all through his pedigree. A great 
choice of a bull to sire replacement heifers. 
BW: 91 lbs.  /  AWW: 590 lbs.

(28)
                                                      JASS ON THE MARK 69D 
MCKY STILLWATER 9808 (ASA 3877894) 
                                                      RF REBA 18B 
 
                                                      SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303 
LORETTA 0003 OF TRIPP (AAA 19855733) 
                                                      AC MISS LORETTA 701

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

LOT 27

LOT 28



28 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LUCK OF THE DRAW 116L
04.02.2023 \ ID 116 \ Scurred \ BWF \ 5/8 SM & 5% Chi \ ASA# 4305565

This bull might be a little younger but wow, what a set of females he 
would make. His dam was our Cool Whip cow that goes back quite 
a few years. Wish we still had her. Reality is, Cool Whip was ahead of 
her time back then and is right for the times now. This bull is so 
much beyond a female maker. Combined with Steel Force you will 
not back off on the performance end either. Just wish he was a little 
older to compare him to some of the other bulls in the sale to truly 
appreciate him. Buy with confidence. 

BW: 94 lbs.  /  AWW: ET

(29)
                                                      CNS DREAM ON L186 
SVF STEEL FORCE S701 (ASA 2340262) 
                                                      SVF SHEZA BEAUTY L901 
 
                                                      WHIPLASH 
OHL COOL WHIP 307N (ASA 2633868 ACA 300493) 
                                                      OHL BUBBLES 807H

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



29at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LUCK HAS IT 36L
04.01.2023 \ ID 36 \ Polled \ BW \ 3/4 SM \ ASA# 4305560

These two bulls came off of our cooperator herd. Even though they have 
a little more color we are excited about them. Lots of quality. Their 
dam is a cornerstone female at our place. Another one of those females 
that no matter which way we mate her she never disappoints us. We 
could only imagine what kind of baldies these two bulls could make on 
a set of Angus cows. They are awesome in their movement and have 
the power and body we want. Maternal is bred right in them as well. 
Like begets like here, one looks like the other. You make the choice for 
your program or take them both home. A cool pair of full brothers 
with the wow factor. 

BW: 90 lbs.  /  AWW: ET

(30)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
GPG FOCUS 135F (ASA 3485396) 
                                                      WAGR DIAMOND 10D 
 
                                                      MR HOC BROKER 
J6RA TINGE 6546D (ASA 3283518) 
                                                      GF EVENING TINGE 1X

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



30 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LUCKY MONEY 631L
04.01.2023 \ ID 631 \ Polled \ B/W \ 3/4 SM \ ASA# 4305559

These two bulls came off of our cooperator herd. Even though they 
have a little more color we are excited about them. Lots of quality. 
Their dam is a cornerstone female at our place. Another one of those 
females that no matter which way we mate her she never disappoints 
us. We could only imagine what kind of baldies these two bulls could 
make on a set of Angus cows. They are awesome in their movement 
and have the power and body we want. Maternal is bred right into 
them as well. Like begets like here,  one looks like the other. You 
make the choice for your program or take them both home. A cool 
pair of full brothers with the wow factor. 

BW: 88 lbs.  /  AWW: ET

(31)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
GPG FOCUS 135F (ASA 3485396) 
                                                      WAGR DIAMOND 10D 
 
                                                      MR HOC BROKER 
J6RA TINGE 6546D (ASA 3283518) 
                                                      GF EVENING TINGE 1X

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



31at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LINEMAN 6240L
03.23.2023 \ ID 6240 \ Polled \ Black \ 3/4 SM \ ASA# 4305550

As we say over and over, cow power means everthing here. Our 6240 cow 
has been around a day or two and that is because she works. If you 
want to raise replacement females or put extra pounds on the scale at 
weaning, this bull will get that done. He has depth of body, is big in his 
hip yet is smooth made.  He is simply good beef. 

BW: 91 lbs.  /  AWW: 762 lbs.

(32)
                                                      MR CCF 20-20 
GPG FOCUS 135F (ASA 3485396) 
                                                      WAGR DIAMOND 10D 
 
                                                      TLLC ONE EYED JACK 
AFF ME EYE CANDY (ASA 3206953) 
                                                      T54

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



32 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LAND STAR 0176-1L
04.10.2023 \ ID O176-1 \ Scurred \ Red \ 3/4 SM \ ASA# 4305524

Last year we had a red bull in the sale and this one looks just like him, 
only a little younger. Then again, he should, he comes out of the 
same cow family. If you have a set of red or red baldy females and 
want to power them up, jump right in, this bull will do it. 

BW: 80 lbs.  /  AWW: 760 lbs.

(33)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
 
                                                      OHL FLASH 6140F 
OHL HAPPY CHICK 0176-1H (ASA 3875271) 
                                                      OHL TOUCH O FAITH 3176A

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



33at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LIMITED EDITION 8140-1L

We put this bull up on snap chat the day we took pictures and videos and 
the theme song we thought best desribed him was Bad To The Bone. 
In other words we think this bull is the real deal. He is a full brother to 
our high seller last year. Password just keeps on producing high quality 
bulls and heifers for us and it matters not what the cow is. He may be 
a little younger but he has the body, the hip, the bone, the hair and 
most importantly the great cow family behind him. He will sire the 
great ones, simply in a league of his own. 

BW: 89 lbs.  /  AWW: 702 lbs.

(34)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
 
                                                      NMR MATERNAL MADE 
OHL FIREFLY 8140-1F (ASA 4130310 AMAA 500720) 
                                                      OHL EXTRA SUGAR 3140-1A

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

04.27.2023  \  ID 8140-1  \  Scurred  \  Black 
1/2 SM; 1/4 MA & 1.12% Chi  \  ASA# 4305550



34 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LIGHTS OUT 4168-1L
03.01.2023 \ ID 4168-1 \ Scurred \ B/W \ 3/4 SA \ ASA# 4305553

Stormy has without question made her legacy here at the OHL. She 
herself a Supreme Champion Female at the 2016 Nebraska State 
Fair, a daughter was Reserve Supreme Female at the 2019 Iowa State 
Fair FFA show and several bulls making our pen of three in Denver. 
She produces the high quality bulls and heifers no matter how she is 
mated. There are three full brothers (4168-1, 0127, and 668) in this 
sale. All of different ages but all have that extra growth, length of 
spine and performance to add value to your calf crop. A bonus, raise 
females you can put back in your herd and do the same with. Which 
is the best one, you make that decision for your own herd. Can’t 
decide, buy all three you will not go wrong. 

BW: 82 lbs.  /  AWW: 736 lbs.

(35)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
 
                                                      MR HOC BROKER 
STORMY 5217  (ASA 3042265) 
                                                      MISS ROXY

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



35at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LUCKY DRAW 9217L

Here comes our Stormy cow influence again. When we mate Password to 
a Currency/Broker/Stockman 365 you get a purebred Simmy that is 
exciting. He has got the power as well as a smooth skeletal design. We 
can only imagine the set of females this guy would give you and make 
his own legacy.  

BW: 79 lbs.  /  AWW: 725 lbs.

(36)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
 
                                                      RUBY’S CURRENCY 7134E 
OHL GETTING GOOD 9217G (ASA 3647651) 
                                                      STORMY 5217

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

03.17.2023  \  ID 9217  \  Scurred  \  Black  \  PB SM  \  ASA# 4305534



36 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LIFE TIME 0218-2L
03.25.2023 \ ID 0218-2 \ Polled \ Black \ 5/8 SM & 1.64% Chi \ ASA# 4305525

As you can tell we absolutely believe in the power of cow families. This bulls 
dam and granddam are no different. His granddam was the supreme 
champion female at the Nebraska State Fair and immediately went on to 
be a donor cow for us. This bull is only the second calf his mother has had. 
The first one was a bull we sold in OKC a year ago. He is proof that there 
is power in the blood. Performance, extra extention through his front, 
muscle, awesome structure and maternal all in a complete package. 

BW: 81 lbs.  /  AWW: 810 lbs.

(37)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
                                                       
                                                      OHL FLASH 6140F 
OHL HOT POCKET 0218-2H (ASA 3828997 ACA 405613) 
                                                      OHL KOOZIE 8218F

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

OHL LAND SLIDE 6265L
04.21.2023 \ ID 6265 \ Polled \ BWF \ PB SM \ ASA# 4305545

The dam to this bull does not miss. Every year whether bull or heifer, she brings in 
a high quality calf. This bull is just what you want to add some extra growth and 
stretch to your calf crop and to put the extra pounds on going across the scale at 
weaning. He is powerful, yet smooth in his build and makeup. A bull that will 
Get Er Done. 

BW: 79 lbs.  /  AWW: 726 lbs.

(38)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
 
                                                      ELM-MOUND IDT KAYNE A1 
ELM-MOUND KAYNE D272 (ASA 3268979) 
                                                      ELM-MOUND SH FORCE A190

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

LOT 37

LOT 38



37at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LAPTOP 565-4L
03.02.2023 \ ID 565-4 \ Scurred \ Black \ 1/2 SM & 5.1% Chi \ ASA# 4305551

Power, power, power, deep and soggy. His dam, our 565-4 cow is backed by 
a long time OHL cornerstone dam and donor, Cream Puff. She herself has 
raised several of our top end bulls. These Password bulls not only give you 
performance but also make great females. The dam to this bull is so con-
sistant, she is one we rely on year after year to be one of our top end pro-
ducers. Definitely, the power is in the blood. 

BW: 88 lbs.  /  AWW: 696 lbs.

(39)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
 
                                                      GCC ALL SNOWED IN 392X 
OHL LUCKY 565-4C (ASA3665019 ACA 380605) 
                                                      OHL CREAM PUFF 365N

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

OHL LIVE WIRE 668L
04.01.2023 \ ID 668 \ Scurred \ BWF \ 3/4 SA \ ASA# 4305561

Stormy has without question made her legacy here at the OHL. She was a Supreme 
Champion Female at the 2016 Nebraska State Fair, a daughter was Reserve 
Supreme Female at the 2019 Iowa State Fair FFA show and several bulls making 
our pen of three in Denver. She produces the high quality bulls and heifers no 
matter how she is mated. There are three full brothers (4168-1, 0127 and 668) in 
this sale. All of different ages but all have that extra growth, length of spine and 
performance to add value to your calf crop. A bonus, raise females you can put 
back in your herd and do the same with. Which is the best one, you make that 
decision for your own herd. Can’t decide, buy all three you will not go wrong. 

BW: 81 lbs. (twin)  /  AWW: ET

(40)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
 
                                                      MR HOC BROKER 
STORMY 5217  (ASA 3042265) 
                                                      MISS ROXY

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

LOT 39

LOT 40



38 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LOCK TIGHT 0217L
03.23.2023 \ ID 0217 \ Polled \ Black w/Spot \ PB SM \ ASA# 4305527

Another bull backed by an incredible cow family. His dam is a second calver 
and has an awesome future. Our Stormy cow, his granddam, has a legacy 
of her own - raising bulls and females. That includes the Reserve Supreme 
Female at the Iowa State Fair FFA show. Stormy herself was a Supreme 
Champion Female at the Nebraska State Fair. This purebred bull is just 
super complete ... growth, long spined, good necked, smooth shouldered, 
deep bodied, big footed and light birth weight. 

BW: 75 lbs.  /  AWW: 718 lbs.

(41)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
 
                                                      GPG FOCUS 135F 
OHL HIDDEN RICHES 0217H (ASA 3808454) 
                                                      STORMY 5217

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

OHL LIFE SAVER 6176L
04.29.2023 \ ID 6176 \ Polled \ Black \ 3/4 SA \ ASA# 4305549

A year ago we had a big, stout red Password bull in the sale that was a full brother. 
Do not really know why she got a liitle behind calving but she absolutely did not 
give up on the same high quality. To say this bull is packed full of meat would be 
an understatement. He is awesome in his structure and has a pedigree to stand 
behind him - Steel Force/Basic Instinct. This mating has worked over and over 
and yes 6176 is bred back to Password to calve again this spring. Pretty sure ever 
heifer out of this cow family has stayed in the herd and for only one reason, they 
produce the really good ones. 

BW: 83 lbs.  /  AWW: 598 lbs.

(42)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
 
                                                      SVF STEEL FORCE S701 
OHL DREAM MAKER 6176D (ASA3213644) 
                                                      K D J FOREVER LADY 107

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

LOT 41

LOT 42



39at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LIGHT ME UP 0281L
03.24.2023 \ ID O281 \ Polled \ Red \ 3/4 SM \ ASA# 4305528

This bull would be a great choice to put on a set of red cows to add that extra 
power. He has a big, powerful hip and is long and deep sided. He also 
could make a great set of replacement females. Take him home to add 
those extra pounds at weaning time. Pounds pay. 

BW: 90 lbs.  /  AWW: 772 lbs.

(43)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
 
                                                      MR HOC BROKER 
HOLT MS DORIS 5852H (ASA 3764240) 
                                                      HOLT MS 5852

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

OHL LOUD & CLEAR 0127L
03.07.2023 \ ID O127 \ Scurred \ BWF \ 3/4 SA \ ASA# 4305558

Stormy has without question made her legacy here at the OHL. She was a Supreme 
Champion Female at the 2016 Nebraska State Fair, a daughter was Reserve 
Supreme Female at the 2019 Iowa State Fair FFA show and several bulls making 
our pen of three in Denver. She produces the high quality bulls and heifers no 
matter how she is mated. There are three full brothers (4168-1, 0127 and 668) in 
this sale. All of different ages but all have that extra growth, length of spine and 
performance to add value to your calf crop. A bonus, raise females you can put 
back in your herd and do the same with. Which is the best one, you make that 
decision for your own herd. Can’t decide, buy all three you will not go wrong. 

BW: 86 lbs.  /  AWW: 724 lbs.

(44)
                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C PASSWORD 28E (ASA 3336324) 
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U 
 
                                                      MR HOC BROKER 
STORMY 5217  (ASA 3042265) 
                                                      MISS ROXY

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

LOT 43

LOT 44



40 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LONG HAUL 0127L
04.15.2023 \ ID 9135 \ Scurred \ Black \ 1/4 SA & 1/4 MA \ ASA# Pending

Honestly we wish we were the ones that thought we should mate this 
cow this way, but we were not. But, in our defense, we raised his dam 
and his sire and yes it did click very well. His dam is a Maternal 
Made/ Ali/ Meyer. His granddam was a donor cow here at OHL. 
His sire is sired by a Password/First Class which she also is another 
donor for us. When our friend Dave was selling his cows we bought 
her back and are sure glad we did. This bull has maternal written all 
over him. He is just a little younger, but for his age it is going to be 
fun to put him across the scale before the sale. There is performance 
in this bull with all the extras. He is athletic in his structure, easy 
keeping and built as good as you can ask for. 

BW: 86 lbs.  /  AWW: 719 lbs.

(45)
                                                      W/C PASSWORD 28E 
OHL HIGH TIDE 4209H (ASA 3875253) 
                                                      SULL KEYMURA’S CLASS 4083 
 
                                                      NMR MATERNAL MADE 
OHL GYPSY 9135G (AMAA 506682 ACA 401291) 
                                                      OHL TICKLED PINK 8135U

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



41at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LAST CALL 6140-3L

Round Up has stood the test of time and we sure hope he has a lot of time 
left here. This guy has done us a tremendous job. A year ago the 
Reserve Foundation Simmental at the NWSS was a Round Up. The 
3rd Over-All female at the Nebraska State Fair FFA show was sired by 
Round Up. Our high selling bull two years ago, OHL Back Roads was 
a Round Up son. These four bulls (6140-3, 119, 59, and 65) are full 
brothers to Back Roads. All we can say is that you need to look at them 
and make the decision as to which one would fit your program. These 
guys will do the rest. They are just good BEEF. And yes, the Round Up 
females are tremendous mothers. 

BW: 84 lbs.  /  AWW: 807 lbs.

(46)
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA 3800079) 
                                                      EXAR RITA 5406 
 
                                                      CARD UPROAR 614B 
OHL EXCUSE ME 7140E (ASA 3354067) 
                                                      DM MEMORY 678

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

02.18.2023  \  ID 6140-3  \  Polled  \  BWF  \  1/2 SA  \  ASA# 4305548



42 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LEGEND 207L
04.10.2023 \ ID 207 \ Polled \ BWF \ 1/4 SM & 2.5% Chi \ ASA# Pending

This might be one of our favorite Round Up sired bulls in the sale. His 
dam has some age to her and we were hoping this one was going to 
be a heifer. As they say, one more year. At her age (12 years) she still 
produced a heavy weaning weight bull. He has as much look to him 
as you would ever want. Adding Total Recall into his pedigree even 
adds that much more maternal punch. This bull is ultra sound with 
plenty of power. You want to make females, our suggestion, buy 
him. The Round Up females are tremendous. 

BW: 98 lbs.  /  AWW: 747 lbs.

(47)
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA 3800079) 
                                                      EXAR RITA 5406 
 
                                                      GCC TOTAL RECALL 806T 
OHL TATTLE TALE 207Z (ACA 364037) 
                                                      OHL CRAZY ME 007X

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



43at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LONE RANGER 8255L

Little bit of a Cinderella story here. We lost this bulls mother in mid May, 
we left him in the pasture on his own and he did not seem to miss a 
beat. That is what the Round Ups can do. Extremely long bodied, 
smooth made bull with plenty of rib and power. He will put that extra 
growth in his calf crop. 

BW: 83 lbs.  /  AWW: 637 lbs.

(48)
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA 3800079) 
                                                      EXAR RITA 5406 
 
                                                      W/C RELENTLESS 32C 
J BT MISS RELENTLESS 40F (ASA 3448873) 
                                                      BERTHA 1B

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

01.10.2023  \  ID 8255  \  Polled  \  Black  \  5/8 SM  \  ASA# 4305538



44 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LAND ROVER 9224L
04.16.2023 \ ID 9224 \ Polled \ Brockle \ 1/2 SA \ ASA# 4305533

We could honestly write just about all the same footnotes for all these 
Round Up bulls. They would all be described alike. Love the long, 
smooth muscle pattern of this guy. He is out of a great Night Watch 
female. If you are in the need of a little more growth in your cows, 
this guy will do it. 

BW: 89 lbs.  /  AWW: 848 lbs.

(49)
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA 3800079) 
                                                      EXAR RITA 5406 
 
                                                      W/C NIGHT WATCH 84E 
OHL GETCHA SOME 9224G (ASA 3647635) 
                                                      OHL ENDLESS LOVE 7224E

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



45at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LOYALTY 65L

Round Up has stood the test of time and we sure hope he has a lot of time 
left here. This guy has done us a tremendous job. A year ago the 
Reserve Foundation Simmental at the NWSS was a Round Up. The 
3rd Over-All female at the Nebraska State Fair FFA show was sired by 
Round Up. Our high selling bull two years ago, OHL Back Roads was 
a Round Up son. These four bulls (6140-3, 119, 59, and 65) are full 
brothers to Back Roads. All we can say is that you need to look at them 
and make the decision as to which one would fit your program. These 
guys will do the rest. They are just good BEEF. And yes, the Round Up 
females are tremendous mothers.  

BW: 88 lbs.  /  AWW: ET

(50)
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
W/C ROUND UP F10232 (ASA 3800079) 
                                                      EXAR RITA 5406 
 
                                                      CARD UPROAR 614B 
OHL EXCUSE ME 7140E (ASA 3354067) 
                                                      DM MEMORY 678

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

03.31.2023  \  ID 65  \  Polled  \  Black  \  1/2 SA  \  ASA# 4305564



46 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LIGHTNING 119L
03.31.2023 \ ID 119 \ Polled \ BWF \ 1/2 SA \ ASA# 4305562

Round Up has stood the test of time and we sure hope he has a lot of 
time left here. This guy has done us a tremendous job. A year ago the 
Reserve Foundation Simmental at the NWSS was a Round Up. The 
Third Over-All Female at the Nebraska State Fair FFA show was 
sired by Round Up. Our high selling bull two years ago, OHL Back 
Roads was a Round Up son. These four bulls (6140-3, 119, 59 and 
65) are full brothers to Back Roads. All we can say is that you need 
to look at them and make the decision as to which one would fit your 
program. These guys will do the rest. They are just good BEEF. And 
yes, the Round Up females are tremendous mothers. 

BW: 86 lbs.  /  AWW: ET

(51)
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
W/C ROUND UP F10232 (ASA 3800079) 
                                                      EXAR RITA 5406 
 
                                                      CARD UPROAR 614B 
OHL EXCUSE ME 7140E (ASA 3354067) 
                                                      DM MEMORY 678

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



47at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LIGHTED SKY 59L

Round Up has stood the test of time and we sure hope he has a lot of time 
left here. This guy has done us a tremendous job. A year ago the 
Reserve Foundation Simmental at the NWSS was a Round Up. The 
3rd Over-All female at the Nebraska State Fair FFA show was sired by 
Round Up. Our high selling bull two years ago, OHL Back Roads was 
a Round Up son. These four bulls (6140-3, 119, 59 and 65) are full 
brothers to Back Roads. All we can say is that you need to look at them 
and make the decision as to which one would fit your program. These 
guys will do the rest. They are just good BEEF. And yes, the Round Up 
females are tremendous mothers. 

BW: 87 lbs.  /  AWW: ET

(52)
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
W/C ROUND UP F10232 (ASA 3800079) 
                                                      EXAR RITA 5406 
 
                                                      CARD UPROAR 614B 
OHL EXCUSE ME 7140E (ASA 3354067) 
                                                      DM MEMORY 678

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

03.30.2023 \ ID 59 \ Polled \ Black w/ Spot \ 1/2 SA \ ASA# 4305563



48 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LAWYER 7266L
03.26.2023 \ ID 7266 \ Polled \ BWF \ 3/4 SM \ ASA# 4305544

Just a tank of a bull and growth on both sides. Incredible at the ground and 
packed full of muscle from end to end. He has a little extra frame to give 
you that extra growth on your next set of calves.. 

BW: 84 lbs.  /  AWW: 787 lbs.

(53)
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA 3800079) 
                                                      EXAR RITA 5406 
 
                                                      MR NLC UPGRADE U8676 
ELM-MOUND UPGRADE E282 (ASA 3340999) 
                                                      GONSIOR KARA K14

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

OHL LAST CHANCE 6192L
03.30.2023 \ ID 6192 \ Scurred \ BWF \ 5/8 SM & 4.1% Chi \ ASA# 4305546

Here is the beef and he is chucked full of it from end to end. His dam is no stranger 
to raising  the good ones. She produced our high selling bull a couple years back. 
This bull is easy fleshing, lots of body and has the extra power to go with it. He 
is smooth made and long fronted. Not only will he add pounds to a calf crop, his 
heifer calves would be an incredible set of baldies that you could name your price 
on.  

BW: 90 lbs.  /  AWW: 790 lbs.

                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
SGW CARD PATRIOT 23G (ASA 3642999 ACA 405779) 
                                                      HIGG ADELE 323A 
 
                                                      MR TR BOTTOMS UP 4423B 
OHL DA MYSTERY 6192D (ASA 3354055) 
                                                      SANDEEN LADY 114

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

(54)

LOT 53

LOT 54



49at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LAST STAND 3215L

Patriot absolutely rocked it for us this year, siring both bulls and females. 
That includes our two high selling females in our fall sale. The 3215 
cow will probably have to be retired after this year. As we were hoping 
for this bull to be a female, we are going to calve her again this spring 
and maybe she will have a heifer that will certainly stay in our herd. A 
real package deal, this bull has it - body, power, performance, maternal 
and a cool look all in one. We would have him in our Denver pen of 3 
bulls but he is only a 1/4 Simmy. That being said, good cattle are good 
cattle. 

BW: 91 lbs.  /  AWW: 664 lbs.

(55)
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
SGW CARD PATRIOT 23G (ASA 3642999 ACA 405779) 
                                                      HIGG ADELE 323A 
 
                                                      FRICTION 
OHL BLABBER MOUTH 3215A (ASA 3353843 ACA 376740) 
                                                      OHL MAINE ANJOU 4101

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

03.15.2023 \ ID 3215 \ Polled \ Black \ 1/4 SM & 8.2% Chi \ ASA# 4305556



50 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LAW & ORDER 562L
03.02.2023 \ ID 562 \ Polled \ Black \ 1/2 SM & 4.1% Chi \ ASA# 4305552

This bull comes out of a great cow family that has been around for sev-
eral generations. If you need to put a little extra growth in your calf 
crop and not sacrifice the maternal, this bull would be the ticket. 
Long spined and powerful yet still really smooth made. Really sound 
in terms of structure. He is definitely built for the long haul. 

BW: 95 lbs.  /  AWW: 734 lbs.

(56)
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
SGW CARD PATRIOT 23G (ASA 3642999 ACA 405779) 
                                                      HIGG ADELE 323A 
 
                                                      SVF STEEL FORCE S701 
OHL CASHMERE 562C (ASA 3086965) 
                                                      F A ROSE 925

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



51at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LARADO 7267L

Put this bull on a set of Angus females and what a combination you 
would have. He has the extra growth and still has the power with mus-
cle and depth of body. Honestly, no matter what breed of cows you 
have, this bull will give you a big return on your investment. 

BW: 93 lbs.  /  AWW: 790 lbs.

(57)
                                                      W/C BANKROLL 811D 
SGW CARD PATRIOT 23G (ASA 3642999 ACA 405779) 
                                                      HIGG ADELE 323A 
 
                                                      ELM-MOUND IDT KAYNE A1 
ELM-MOUND KAYNE E283 (ASA 3340954) 
                                                      ELM-MOUND LOCKNLOAD B208

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

04.14.2023 \ ID 7267 \ Polled \ BWF \ 3/4 SM & 4.1% Chi \ ASA# 4305543



52 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL-CORE LIFEGUARD 72L
03.31.2023 \ ID 72 \ Scurred \ Black \ 1/2 SM & 4.2% Chi \ ASA# 4305566

Our Friend cow has been around quite some time, she will be 12-years-old this spring. She is just one of those we call reliable and a cornerstone dam. These two bulls are 
just about identical. They are powerful hipped, long bodied, and awesome in their structure. They are built for the long haul and will put extra pounds in your calf 
crops. The On The Mark females have been great milkers. Keep the heifer calves out of these bulls and expect to have a tremendous set of replacements. We cannot say 
enough good about this cows performance and quality of calves she has produced. Also have to mention that she was a past banner winner at Louisville as a bred. 

LOT 58 - BW: 93 lbs.  /  AWW: ET 

LOT 59 - BW: 91 lbs.  /  AWW: ET

(58)
                                                      W/C LOADED UP 1119Y 
JASS ON THE MARK 69D (ASA 3210989) 
                                                      JASS SABLE’S TIME 53X 
 
                                                      OHL DBL OR NOTHING 704-2X 
CMAC BEST FRIEND 209Z (ASA 3513850 ACA 364042) 
                                                      OHL LOVER GIRL 209M

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

OHL-CORE LIMITS UP 25L
03.31.2023 \ ID 25 \ Polled \ Black \ 1/2 SM & 4.2% Chi \ ASA# 4305567(59)

                                                      W/C LOADED UP 1119Y 
JASS ON THE MARK 69D (ASA 3210989) 
                                                      JASS SABLE’S TIME 53X 
 
                                                      OHL DBL OR NOTHING 704-2X 
CMAC BEST FRIEND 209Z (ASA 3513850 ACA 364042) 
                                                      OHL LOVER GIRL 209M

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

LOT 58

LOT 59



53at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

FLCH LEVI 665L

Extra stout black baldy bull that always gives you a great look with tons 
of prescence. The Good As It Gets genetics are in hot demand and it is 
easy to see why with the quality this bull has to offer. When this bulls 
heifer calves are for sale, Levi wants the first phone call to tell him 
where to back the trailer up to. This bulls mother is known around 
Flitsch Cattle as Midnight.  This is Midnight’s first set of embryo calves 
to sell in the fall of 2023 and spring of 2024. A full sib heifer to this bull 
commanded $15,500 and a Here I Am steer fetching $27,500 this last 
fall. If you are looking for a bull to raise high quality stock and per-
formance, take a close look. 

BW: 85 lbs.  /  AWW: 691 lbs.

(60)
                                                      NMR MATERNAL MADE 
GOOD AS IT GETS 
                                                      MEYER FANNY 267Z 
 
                                                      MR TR HAMMER 308A 
SWSN KAITY 41D 
                                                      REMINGTON KAITY 314W

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

03.20.2023  \  ID 665  \  Scurred  \  Black  \  5/8 SM



54 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

OHL LANDSCAPE 1217L
04.16.2023 \ ID 1217 \ Polled \ Black \ 3/8 SM & 3.5% Chi \ ASA# Applied

We used Fair Game on our first calf heifers the last couple years and it 
really did not matter what breed we used him on, he just worked. 
Reality is, best of both worlds here, his dam is a Currency/Broker 
(Stormy donor) and his sire is a Primo/Chiangus. This bull is built 
for the long haul with his maternal makeup and structure. From the 
ground up he is built right and has the right muscle shape and an 
extra cool look that he gives you. He will grab your attention every-
time you walk into the pen. 

BW: 82 lbs.  /  AWW: 743 lbs.

(61)
                                                      GOP FAIR PLAY 809F 
EVNS FAIR GAME 037H (ACA 403242) 
                                                      3 ACES GEORGINA 
 
                                                      RUBY’S CURRENCY 7134E 
OHL JAMBOREE 1217J (ASA3977148) 
                                                      STORMY 5217

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



55at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LIGHT HOUSE 4192L

Icon has worked very well in our herd for the last three years. The dam to 
this bull has not missed producing a bull that has gone to Denver, 
OKC or selling in our bull sale.  This bull is extremely long bodied, has 
length and power in his quarter with a big powerful hip. With that he 
is smooth shouldered and really good structured all the way to the 
ground. We can see this bull doing an incredible job on a set of Angus 
females making baldies that would be highly sought after. This bull is 
a real stud. 

BW: 90 lbs.  /  AWW: 656 lbs.

(62)
                                                      BOE EPIC  
DUEL ICON (AMAA 502063) 
                                                      DUEL WORRY NOT 4303B 
 
                                                      GEF OPEN BAR  
OHL BOOGIE FEVER 4192B (AMAA 454413) 
                                                      SANDEEN LADY 114

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

03.13.2023  \  ID 4192  \  Polled  \  BWF  \  1/2 MA



56 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

HERR LEONARD 084L
03.16.2023  \  ID O84  \  Scurred  \  Black  \  1/4 MA 

Our good friend Joe Herr brought us a couple bulls for the sale and as 
you can imagine, they did not disappoint. This bull is really good 
headed and so smooth  through his front shoulder as well as being so 
sound made. Very complete and has the look and presence. This guy 
has a big future. 

BW: 79 lbs.  /  AWW: 532 lbs. (no creep)

(63)
                                                      DUAL THREAT 
DUNK DUAL THREAT 2E 
                                                      DADDY’S MONEY 
 
                                                      SUB ZERO 
HERR 084 
                                                      ANGUS

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



57at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

HERR LEROY 7081L

Maternal Made and I 80 without question have made as big of an impact 
in the Maine breed as any bulls there have been out there.  Mating 
them together to be in the same pedigree, it makes them just a little 
more special. If you are looking for a mainetainer bull to make some 
high quality females to keep back in your herd, this is the bull for you. 

BW: 84 lbs.  /  AWW: 592 lbs. (no creep)

(64)
                                                      BPF MERCEDES BENZ 131U 
NMR MATERNAL MADE  
                                                      NMR 0-04X 
 
                                                      I 80 
HERR ETHEL 
                                                      WALKS ALONE

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

03.28.2023  \  ID 7081  \  Polled  \  Black  \  1/2 MA



58 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

JBOY END GAME 51
03.20.2023  \  ID 51  \  Polled  \  Black  \  1/2 MA & 1/4 SM/AN 

7801 cow has been a great producer for us, over the years she consis-
tantly has made cattle with the extras but still can last in production. 
This half blood son is no exception - practical, good haired, stout 
and sound. This bull has a ton of use. His mother has raised both 
steers and heifers over the years that have went on to be high sellers. 
Do not overlook this bull, we like him a lot. 

BW: 80 lbs.  /  AWW: 581 lbs.

(65)
                                                      BK XIKES X59 
TJSC END GAME 61G (AMAA 503082) 
                                                      TJSC MISS HARMONY 58C 
 
                                                      W/C LOADED UP 1119Y 
SCM BCII BAILEY E801 (ASA3291108) 
                                                      COPPER CRK LUTTON LADY

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 



59at the ranch, Norfolk, Nebraska

OHL LIFE LINE 7190L

From day one this bull has hit the groung running in terms of perform-
ance and has never looked back. Another bonus to go along with him 
is the maternal that his dam passes along. This bull is simply a beast in 
every way shape and form. Awesome at the ground and in his struc-
ture. With his power and maternal, he is a commercial mans dream 
bull! Turn him out with your cows, let him go to work and he will pay 
for himself real fast. 

    BW: 88 lbs.  /  AWW: 757 lbs. 

(66)
                                          LOVIN THE BUSINESS 
BUSINESS DONE RIGHT 
                                          AMMO 738/DONOR 474 (3/4 CHAR) 
 
                                          BOSS GOLD STANDARD 3002 
OHL EXTREME TEASE 7190E 
                                          OHL CINDERELLA 5190C

SIRE: 
 
 
 
 DAM: 

02.23.2023  \  ID 7190  \  Horned  \  White  \  Crossbred
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